
100 Quotes That Will Make You Take Action
1. “You can make more friends in two months by becoming interested in 
other people than you can in two years by trying to get other people 
interested in you.” 
- Dale Carnegie, How to Win Friends & Inuence People

2.2. “Always be fearless. Walk like lion, talk like pigeons, live like elephants 
and love like an infant child.” 
- Santosh Kalwar, Quote Me Everyday

3. “To dream by night is to escape your life. To dream by day is to make it 
happen.” 
- Stephen Richards

4.4. “The best relationships in our lives are the best not because they have 
been the happiest ones, they are that way because they have stayed 
strong through the most tormentful of storms.” 
- Pandora Poikilos, Excuse Me, My Brains Have Stepped Out

5. “Success is not nal, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that 
counts.” 
- Winston Churchill

6.6. “So be sure when you step, Step with care and great tact. And remember 
that life's A Great Balancing Act. And will you succeed? Yes! You will, 
indeed! (98 and ¾ percent guaranteed) Kid, you'll move mountains.” 
- Dr. Seuss, Oh, The Places You'll Go!

7. “Happiness is when what you think, what you say, and what you do are 
in harmony.” 
- Mahatma Gandhi

8.8. “You've gotta dance like there's nobody watching,
Love like you'll never be hurt,
Sing like there's nobody listening,
And live like it's heaven on earth.” 
- William W. Purkey

9. “Identify your problems but give your power and energy to solutions.”  - 
Tony Robbins

10.10. “You live longer once you realize that any time spent being unhappy is 
wasted.” 
- Ruth E. Renkl

11. “The only true wisdom is knowing that you know nothing.” Socrates
12. “Things work out best for those who make the best of how things work 
out.” 
- John Wooden

13.13. “Let no feeling of discouragement prey upon you, and in the end you 
are sure to succeed.”  
- Abraham Lincoln



14. “There are only two ways to live your life. One is as though nothing is a 
miracle. The other is as though everything is a miracle.” 
- Albert Einstein

15. “You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can 
steer yourself any direction you choose. You're on your own. And you know 
what you know. And YOU are the one who'll decide where to go...” 
- Dr. Seuss, Oh, the Places You'll Go!

16.16. “Never be bullied into silence. Never allow yourself to be made a victim. 
Accept no one's denition of your life, but dene yourself.”
- Harvey Fierstein

17. “The greatest thing in the world is to know how to belong to oneself.” 
Michel de Montaigne, The Complete Essays

18.18. “As long as you look for someone else to validate who you are by 
seeking their approval, you are setting yourself up for disaster. You have to 
be whole and complete in yourself. No one can give you that. You have to 
know who you are - what others say is irrelevant.”
- Nic Sheff

19. “When you're different, sometimes you don't see the millions of people 
who accept you for what you are. All you notice is the person who doesn't.”
-- Jodi Picoult, Change of Heart

20. “Everything that happens to you is a reection of what you believe 
about yourself. We cannot outperform our level of self-esteem. We cannot 
draw to ourselves more than we think we are worth.”
- Iyanla Vanzant

21. “The more you loose yourself in something bigger than yourself, the 
more energy you will have.” 
- Norman- Norman Vincent Peale

22. “If your ship doesn’t come in, swim out to meet it!” 
- Jonathan Winters

23. “People often say that motivation doesn’t last. Well, neither does 
bathing – that’s why we recommend it daily.” 
- Zig Ziglar

24.24. “If you don’t build your dream, someone else will hire you to help them 
build theirs.” 
- Dhirubhai Ambani

25. “The rst step toward success is taken when you refuse to be a captive 
of the environment in which you rst nd yourself.” 
- Mark Caine

26.26. “People who succeed have momentum. The more they succeed, the 
more they want to succeed, and the more they nd a way to succeed. 
Similarly, when someone is failing, the tendency is to get on a downward 
spiral that can even become a self-fullling prophecy.” 
- Tony Robbins



27. “When I dare to be powerful – to use my strength in the service of my 
vision, then it becomes less and less important whether I am afraid.” 
 - Audre Lorde

28. “Whenever you nd yourself on the side of the majority, it is time to 
pause and reect.” 
- Mark Twain

29.29. “Great minds discuss ideas; average minds discuss events; small minds 
discuss people.” 
- Eleanor Roosevelt

30. “I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.” 
- Thomas A. Edison

31. “If you don’t value your time, neither will others. Stop giving away your 
time and talents. Value what you know & start charging for it.” 
- - Kim Garst

32. ”A successful man is one who can lay a rm foundation with the bricks 
others have thrown at him.” 
- David Brinkley

33.33. “Here’s to the crazy ones. The mists. The rebels. The troublemakers. 
The round pegs in the square holes. The ones who see things differently. 
They’re not fond of rules. And they have no respect for the status quo. You 
can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify them. About the only 
thing you can’t do is ignore them. Because they change things. They push 
the human race forward. And while some may see them as the crazy ones, 
we see genius. Because the people who are crazy enough to think they can 
change the change the world, are the ones who do.” 
- Steve Jobs

34. “No one can make you feel inferior without your consent.” 
- Eleanor Roosevelt

35. “Let him who would enjoy a good future waste none of his present.” 
- Roger Babson

36. “Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.” 
- Mahatma Gandhi

37. “The difference between a successful person and others is not a lack of 
strength, not a lack of knowledge, but rather a lack of will.” 
- Vince Lombardi

38. “Success is about creating benet for all and enjoying the process. If 
you focus on this & adopt this denition, success is yours.” 
- - Kelly Kim

39. “I used to want the words ‘She tried’ on my tombstone. Now I want ‘She 
did it.’” 
- Katherine Dunham



40. “Really it comes down to your philosophy. Do you want to play it safe 
and be good or do you want to take a chance and be great?” 
- Jimmy J

41. “It is our choices, that show what we truly are, far more than our 
abilities.” 
- J. K Rowling

42.42. “You have to learn the rules of the game. And then you have to play 
better than anyone else.” 
- Albert Einstein

43. “Every great dream begins with a dreamer. Always remember, you have 
within you the strength, the patience, and the passion to reach for the 
stars to change the world.” 
- Harriet Tubman

44.44. “The successful warrior is the average man, with laser-like focus.” 
- Bruce Lee

45. “Take up one idea. Make that one idea your life – think of it, dream of it, 
live on that idea. Let the brain, muscles, nerves, every part of your body, be 
full of that idea, and just leave every other idea alone. This is the way to 
success.” 
- Swami Vivekananda

46.46. “Develop success from failures. Discouragement and failure are two of 
the surest stepping stones to success.” 
- Dale Carnegie

47. “If you don’t design your own life plan, chances are you’ll fall into 
someone else’s plan. And guess what they have planned for you? Not 
much.” 
- Jim Rohn

48.48. “The question isn’t who is going to let me; it’s who is going to stop me.” 
- Ayn Rand

49. “If you genuinely want something, don’t wait for it – teach yourself to 
be impatient.” 
- Gurbaksh Chahal

50. “Don’t let the fear of losing be greater than the excitement of winning.” 
- Robert Kiyosaki

51.51. “If you want to make a permanent change, stop focusing on the size of 
your problems and start focusing on the size of you!” 
- T. Harv Eker

52.52. “You can’t connect the dots looking forward; you can only connect 
them looking backwards. So you have to trust that the dots will somehow 
connect in your future. You have to trust in something – your gut, destiny, 
life, karma, whatever. This approach has never let me down, and it has 
made all the difference in my life.” 
- Steve Jobs



53. “I am thankful for all of those who said NO to me. Its because of them 
I’m doing it myself.” 
– Albert Einstein

54. “The only way to do great work is to love what you do. If you haven’t 
found it yet, keep looking. Don’t settle.” 
– Steve Jobs

55.55. “Life is short, live it. Love is rare, grab it. Anger is bad, dump it. Fear is 
awful, face it. Memories are sweet, cherish it.” 
– Unknown

56. “Nobody ever wrote down a plan to be broke, fat, lazy, or stupid. Those 
things are what happen when you don’t have a plan.” 
–Larry Winget

57.57. “Walk away from anything or anyone who takes away from your joy. 
Life is too short to put up with fools.” 
– Unknown

58. “Love what you have. Need what you want. Accept what you receive. 
Give what you can. Always remember, what goes around, comes around…” 
– Unknwon

59. Always do your best. What you plant now, you will harvest later. 
- - Og Mandino

60. Believe in yourself! Have faith in your abilities! Without a humble but 
reasonable condence in your own powers you cannot be successful or 
happy.
 - Norman Vincent Peale

61.61. I’ve missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I’ve lost almost 300 
games. 26 times I’ve been trusted to take the game winning shot and 
missed. I’ve failed over and over and over again in my life. And that is why 
I succeed. 
– Michael Jordan
 
62.62. Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things 
that you didn’t do than by the ones you did do, so throw off the bowlines, 
sail away from safe harbor, catch the trade winds in your sails.  Explore, 
Dream, Discover. 
– Mark Twain

63. The two most important days in your life are the day you are born and 
the day you nd out why. 
– – Mark Twain

64. Whatever you can do, or dream you can, begin it.  Boldness has genius, 
power and magic in it. –Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
65. Go condently in the direction of your dreams.  Live the life you have 
imagined.
– Henry David Thoreau



66. When I stand before God at the end of my life, I would hope that I would 
not have a single bit of talent left and could say, I used everything you gave 
me. 
– Erma Bombeck

67. Few things can help an individual more than to place responsibility on 
him, and to let him know that you trust him.  
– – Booker T. Washington

68. We can easily forgive a child who is afraid of the dark; the real tragedy 
of life is when men are afraid of the light. 
– Plato

69.69. When I was 5 years old, my mother always told me that happiness was 
the key to life.  When I went to school, they asked me what I wanted to be 
when I grew up.  I wrote down ‘happy’.  They told me I didn’t understand 
the assignment, and I told them they didn’t understand life. 
– John Lennon

70.70. When I was 5 years old, my mother always told me that happiness was 
the key to life.  When I went to school, they asked me what I wanted to be 
when I grew up.  I wrote down ‘happy’.  They told me I didn’t understand 
the assignment, and I told them they didn’t understand life. 
– John Lennon

71.71. When one door of happiness closes, another opens, but often we look 
so long at the closed door that we do not see the one that has been 
opened for us. 
– Helen Keller

72. Everything has beauty, but not everyone can see. 
– Confucius

73.73. How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before 
starting to improve the world. 
– Anne Frank
 
74. When I let go of what I am, I become what I might be. 
– Lao Tzu

75.75. Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take, but by the 
moments that take our breath away. 
– Maya Angelou

76. Happiness is not something readymade.  It comes from your own 
actions. 
– Dalai Lama

77.77. First, have a denite, clear practical ideal; a goal, an objective. Second, 
have the necessary means to achieve your ends; wisdom, money, 
materials, and methods. Third, adjust all your means to that end. 
– Aristotle



78. I have been impressed with the urgency of doing. Knowing is not 
enough; we must apply. Being willing is not enough; we must do. 
– Leonardo da Vinci

79. Limitations live only in our minds.  But if we use our imaginations, our 
possibilities become limitless. 
– Jamie Paolinetti

80.80. In order to succeed, your desire for success should be greater than your 
fear of failure. 
– Bill Cosby

81. A person who never made a mistake never tried anything new. 
– Albert Einstein

82. It is not what you do for your children, but what you have taught them 
to do for themselves, that will make them successful human beings.  
– – Ann Landers

83. If you want your children to turn out well, spend twice as much time 
with them, and half as much money. 
– Abigail Van Buren

84. If you look at what you have in life, you’ll always have more. If you look 
at what you don’t have in life, you’ll never have enough. 
– Oprah Winfrey

85.85. When everything seems to be going against you, remember that the 
airplane takes off against the wind, not with it. 
– Henry Ford

86. It’s not the years in your life that count. It’s the life in your years. 
– Abraham Lincoln

87. Change your thoughts and you change your world. 
– Norman Vincent Peale

88.88. Either write something worth reading or do something worth writing. 
–Benjamin Franklin

89. Nothing is impossible, the word itself says, “I’m possible!” 
– Audrey Hepburn

90. If you can dream it, you can achieve it. 
– Zig Ziglar

91.91. Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can be done 
without hope and condence. 
- Helen Keller

92. Be miserable. Or motivate yourself. Whatever has to be done, it's always 
your choice. - Wayne Dyer



93. The key is to keep company only with people who uplift you, whose 
presence calls forth your best. 
- Epictetus

94. Always continue the climb. It is possible for you to do whatever you 
choose, if you rst get to know who you are and are willing to work with a 
power that is greater than ourselves to do it. - Ella Wheeler Wilcox
95.95. Be Impeccable With Your Word. Speak with integrity. Say only what you 
mean. Avoid using the word to speak against yourself or to gossip about 
others. Use the power of your word in the direction of truth and love. 
- Miguel Angel Ruiz

96. Your talent is God's gift to you. What you do with it is your gift back to 
God. 
- Leo Buscaglia 

97.97. If you want to conquer fear, don't sit home and think about it. Go out 
and get busy. 
- Dale Carnegie

98. I'd rather attempt to do something great and fail than to attempt to do 
nothing and succeed. 
- Robert H. Schuller 

99.99. If you want to succeed you should strike out on new paths, rather than 
travel the worn paths of accepted success. 
- John D. Rockefeller 

100. Set your sights high, the higher the better. Expect the most wonderful 
things to happen, not in the future but right now. Realize that nothing is 
too good. Allow absolutely nothing to hamper you or hold you up in any 
way. 
- Eileen - Eileen Caddy


